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Daniel's father has gotten himself killed and left another mess for Daniel to clean up. To save his

world from destruction, he must fight off his father's killers while discovering a way to save his world.

He wants to go it alone, but his cousin and his best friend's sister, Jade insists on tagging along.

Jade is off limits to him, but she insists on changing his mind. He hasn't decided if loving her is

worth the beating he'll get from her brother in order to have her. Retrieving the treasure is his only

choice. But in order to get it, Daniel must choose to either walk in his father's footsteps or to

re-invent himself into the one to save his world.
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This story grabs you from the first page. The excitement and the action begins there, and you can

do nothing but cheer this young people on. Daniel is the consummate hero, a young man who has

lost his father and is left to care for his brother and cousin as he runs from those who would kill him

and his family for their treasure. Along the way, he picks up Jade who refuses to help unless she



can accompany him, and his best friend who he trained with and just happens to be Jade's brother.

They are an unlikely bunch who back each other as they go in search of the treasure Daniel's father

has kept hidden. It's an adventure that is fraught with danger and leads them to places none of them

realized they would ever go. The excitement is in how they slip by the bad guys and what treasures

they find along the way.I was drawn in right away, and the action seldom slows. These kids and

young adults are brilliant and continue to amaze me as they go through the process of searching for

the one thing that could save their world. The author has a fantastic and exciting mind, and I look

forward to finding out where she takes us next.

If Avatar and Indiana Jones had a baby, this would be it! This was everything you could want in a

YA adventure! The story jumps right into the action and keeps you engaged while perfectly

balancing the adventure, mystery, and romance. Preston also has an exceptional ability to describe

her worlds in such lush details that you feel as if you've been transported there yourself. The

romance felt natural and didn't overpower or monopolize the story either. I loved the book and can't

wait to start the second and find out what happens next!

I won a paperback copy of this book awhile ago in return for an honest review. WOW....Right off the

bat, this book was full of action from beginning to end. This author knows how to capture her

audience with this remarkable Sci-Fi story. I loved the characters in the story and their individual

personalities. The characters is what makes a makes a great story and this author pulled it off very

well. I was intrigued of the different planets and it made it very hard to put down, because I just HAD

to know what these characters where going to face next. This is a RECOMMENDED MUST READ

YA that will capture your heart and make you want to know more. Thank you, Lm Preston, for this

compelling and fun read!!

A friend and I who are a part of the book club were in charge of finding the new book to read that

week. As we scanned through the free kindle books we wanted something to do with pirates. Pirate,

pirates, pirates was the chant of the meeting. This book was decided upon.What a pleasant

surprise. First things first: this novel is not a pirate novel as one would suspect (well, I would say

space pirates would be a pretty accurate term). I was apprehensive, because the last free book we

got was absolutely horrendous. No worries, this book has a very solid plot, endearing characters

(even ones you only know through memories of other characters!), and a world with mysteries like

no other.The writing was the only drawback. However, I felt that the writing was not bad as much as



I would advise this author to seek an editor who can give some tips and pointers. The author comes

across as young and slightly inexperienced, but with obvious potential and talent. Practice, and

keep writing. I hope to see some of your books on the top seller lists in the near future!

Bandits is written for ages 12 and up, it had the adult in me interested and the kid in me excited for

the adventure from beginning to end. It is sci-fi genre, which isn't my norm, but I am a sucker for

pirates of any type.Daniel's father Rayne is always leaving messes for him to clean up, but this time,

Rayne got himself killed. Daniel and his brother Nickel now on the run from the kings officials and

whomever killed their father for an unknown treasure. The only thing they have to guide them is the

journals their father left for them. They set out to find this treasure and are accompanied by their

cousin Faulk and Daniel's best friends sister Jade. They soon find that this treasure not only got

Rayne killed, but may be the end of them and their planet Merwin. There are many obstacles for

them to overcome and their time is running out.The book is filled with adventure, twists, and turns.

The characters and storyline are amazing and the descriptive details are out of this world. This

authors style is beyond creative. I am a proud owner of an e-copy and print of this book.

A well-written sci-fi fantasy for young audiences. Daniel is a Zukar (top pirate) on a planet of pirates,

his father is killed and he and his brother and friends must find out why, while while locating the

treasure his father died to protect. This book has vivid descriptions, and a masterful creation of the

world of the planet Merwin. As a young teen-ager I would have loved this book full of cute young

men and a beautiful spunky young woman. As an adult I am entertained. I received this free with my

Kindle subscription.
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